Isolation and characterization of a family of sequences dispersed on the human X chromosome.
During a systematic search for X-specific sequences we isolated a DNA fragment (called G1.3) that hybridizes to six further homologous X-specific genomic fragments that map to at least four different regions of the human X chromosome. Genomic segments of 11-30 kb (called G1.3 a, b, c, d, and e or DNF22S1 to DNF22S5) have been subsequently cloned for five of the seven repetitions and characterized by restriction mapping. Single-copy sequences have been used to analyze homology between cloned repetitions, to confirm X specificity, and to regionally localize the repetitions. Sequence homology between members of this family seems to be very high (80-90%) and to extend over at least 5 to 12 kb. In situ hybridization and Southern blotting experiments with a panel of human-rodent hybrid cell lines demonstrated that four of the cloned sequences map to three different regions within Xp21.2-pter and the fifth one (G1.3c) maps to Xq28. The family is present with the same complexity and X specificity in macaques (20-30 x 10(6) years divergence with man), whereas no related sequences were detected in the mouse. To our knowledge small families of dispersed chromosome-specific sequences have been described only for the human Y chromosome. The possible functional or evolutionary significance of this family is discussed.